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Intro

The personal journey











Eva

2 years of experiments





Hello! My name is Eva. 
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Public Health Messages
Surveys
Medical Visit Follow up
Pharmacy Locator
Period tracking
Pill reminder
Women Health FAQs
Meal reminder
Food tracking
Mood Bits for Mental Health
Meditation Chatbot
Recipes for fav food
Paternity Test Purchase



25% of the +2000 
users tried the mood 

bit feature.



12% of the users have 
sent a picture to Eva

88 users rated and commented other images, 
and 22 went on to rate 4 pictures in a row



Latest version

16.5% engagement



Quitting the
Bad
Form Habit

What do you need to know right now?
What’s worth asking over time?
How do answers change the purpose of your communication?



Duration
over
Frequency

When we reduced frequency from every day to every 3 days 
we extended the engagement from 10 to 28 days
and completion rates went up from 49% to 83%



Community

More bots for health









Conversational Interfaces 
are changing the way
we deliver healthcare









Challenges

Things to watch out for
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HAPPY PATH 

REDIRECTION
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Basic features

What’s the single most important 
action your users want to complete 
using your bot? Surveys, workflow 
support, online shopping, daily news, 
storytelling… pick your most 
important features and polish them 
until they’re smooth

1

Navigation and Support

Once the basics are ready, make your 
chatbot better. Reorient users to the 

happy path, answer FAQs about 
chatbots and navigation and get your 

users human help when the chatbot 
can’t handle the conversation alone.

2

Small talk

If you have minimised errors now you 
can improve your chatbot with small 
talk, cultural references, answers to 
other questions… Learn from the 
input your chatbot can’t process to 
discover new features.

3
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https://labs.eleks.com/2018/02/how-to-build-nlp-engine-that-wont-screw-up.html



FEATURES LANGUAGES

SLANG MISTEAKS

LONG INPUT EMPATHYCONTEXT

ABBREVIATIONS TROLLSREFERENCES

10 COMMON CHALLENGES IN NLP CHATBOT PROJECTS

@ tnpgram
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Multimodality



Best Practices

Things that worked



Conversational Interfaces 
require org changes:

New mindsets, skills & tools



4 3
12 Consumers hear about 

conversational interfaces

Discover

A
B

C

D Users incorporate 
conversational interfaces in 
their routine

Engage

Consumers access the 
product in a compatible 

device and interact

Use

Users advocate for 
conversational interfaces 

and products in their online 
and offline networks.

Support

















Conversational Interfaces 
change the way we

reach & engage with users

instantaneous, interattive, private & personalized
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